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Clock For TV - The Missing App for the Apple TV
Published on 11/04/15
Apps For All today introduces Clock for TV 1.1 for Apple TV. The brand new Apple TV comes
with a lot of useful apps and features, but interestingly a clock was left out of the TV.
Clock for TV brings an elegant and easy to configure solution to show date and time on
your Apple TV. Featuring both analog or digital modes, you can use it to quickly check the
time, or you can use the unique slow movement feature and make Clock for TV your
informative screensaver.
Tilburg, Netherlands - Apps For All has announced the global availability of Clock for TV
1.1 for Apple TV. The brand new Apple TV comes with a lot of useful apps and features, but
interestingly a clock was left out of the TV. Clock for TV brings an elegant and easy to
configure solution to show date and time on your Apple TV. You can use it to quickly check
the time, or you can use the unique slow movement feature and make Clock for TV your
informative screensaver.
Features:
* Analog or Digital mode
* Optionally moves the clock gently over the screen
* Click on your remote to show current date information
* Many different plain, but stylish background gradients in lots of colors
* Show or hide the seconds to match your preference
* Make the hands of the analog clock move smoothly or stepwise
Installation:
iTunes QuickLinks are not available yet for Apple TV application. To install Clock for TV,
simply open the App Store on your Apple TV and search for "Clock for TV". The orange and
white icon is easy to find!
Device Requirements:
Only available on Apple TV 4th generation
Pricing and Availability:
Clock for TV retails at a price of $0.99 USD (or equivalent in different currencies) and
is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities Category. Promo
codes for review purposes are available on request.
Clock for TV 1.1:
http://www.clockfortv.com
Screenshot 1:
http://www.clockfortv.com/resources/screenshot1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://www.clockfortv.com/resources/screenshot2.png
Screenshot 3:
http://www.clockfortv.com/resources/screenshot3.png
App Icon:
http://www.clockfortv.com/resources/icon.png
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Apps For All is based in The Netherlands and develops utility based applications for iOS
and tvOS devices that serve a purpose. With Clock for TV, Apps For All publishes it's
first app for Apple TV. Copyright (C) 2015 Apps For All. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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